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Chinese drama 2019 romance

As usual, China is releasing so many new dramas this year that it can be difficult to choose which drama to watch. That's why I've compiled this list of the best and most popular new Chinese dramas of 2019 to make it easier for you. The list is divided into 3 sections: (1) the best (2) the most popular, and (3) Other notable Chinese dramas of 2019.I tried to be
as objective as possible in my choice. The best Chinese dramas are selected based on (1) online reviews (and my personal opinion) (2) ratings on various websites, and (3) the awards at which the dramas were nominated/won. Similarly, I chose the most popular Chinese dramas based on (1) the number of reviews on social media (2) the number of reviews
on Douban and various websites, and finally (3) search ranking globally. Since it is difficult to measure popularity, I admit that the choice of the most popular Chinese drama is influenced by my impression that a particular drama is popular. For each drama I have also included the link where you can watch it online legally. I strongly recommend Viki because
you can see in HD and the time-best comments are fun. Most dramas in this list are available for free (with ads) on Viki. The ads are quite annoying, but so a subscription can be a good idea for hardcore fans. Not to mention, Viki's subscription is much cheaper than Netflix, at $4/month (see my review of legal streaming sites) Update: I've updated this list on
November 8th to include 4 more dramas worth watching, namely Putting your head on my shoulder, Arsenal Military Academy, Blossom in Heart, and Listening Snow Tower. This year's best Chinese drama is the two best Chinese dramas of the year. They are must-watches if you are a C-drama lover.1. The longest day in Chang'An (historically)Available
online on Amazon Prime and VikiFor Chinese historical dramas, it's undeniable that The Longest Day in Chang'An is the best this year. One of the best dramas set in the Tang dynasty, the story revolves around an investigation into an upcoming terrorist attack that threatens the lives of all Chang'An residents. As the attack approaches, the investigation team
must seek help from a convicted inmate. This decision leads to many complicated political consequences, especially the struggle for power between the crown prince and the prime minister. The drama has received high praise both in China and internationally with a rating of 8.6/10 on Douban and 8.9 on the mini-drama list. You usually don't see 8 at
Douban, let alone a high 8. As many CDrama fans comment, the longest day in Chang'An could potentially become a milestone for Chinese historical dramas. It has a top movie quality that you won't even think you're watching a Chinese drama! Despite the intense action and action, The Longest Day in Chang'An (my review here) still manages to keep the
delicate and poetic of the historical genre.trailer The longest day in Chang a 20182. All is well (Modern)Available on YoutubeFor the modern genre I have chosen All is well as the best Chinese drama this year. The drama is about the relationship between members of Family Su. Who will take care of their old and conservative father? Su family members
need to find a way to not only solve this problem, but also to learn how to connect and love each other again. All is Well is highly praised for its realistic and artistic portrayals of the problems that modern families face. It receives a rating of 7.8 on Douban (the highest among modern dramas in this list). All is well is also so popular that it became a major
trending topic on Chinese social media in early 2019. Ni Dahong's performance by Father Su even surpasses Chen Kun's outstanding performance in Rise of Phoenixes in the 姚晨 2 纯享5. They must-see CDramas this year for those who like pretty cast and an easy-to-follow-through story. For people who like more mature things, read on and decide
yourselves: to watch or not to watch?3. The Untamed (Xianxia)Available online at VikiFor the historical genre, The Untamed is arguably the most popular new Chinese Drama. It's the most talked about CDrama on Twitter right now. The drama is based on a famous BL xianxia novel. The story revolves around 2 cultivators who are also very good friends, Wei
Wuxian and Lan Wangji. They embark on adventures to solve a series of murders. Along the way, they find out many secrets about the most powerful sect and evil plot that can wreak havoc on the countries. The drama gets a favorable rating of 8.0 on the douban and 9.3 on the mydramalist.-The Untamed-终:虐,000,000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000
000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 0000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 00 King's Avatar (Modern)Available on NetflixFor modern dramas, it's a little harder to decide which one is the most popular. I have chosen the King's Avatar for reasons that I will explain later. It's the drama adaptation of a famous light novel and (Chinese
animation). The story is about Ye Xiu (played by Yang Yang), a legendary professional esports player who was forced to withdraw from this team because of his unwillingness to participate in commercial activities. He then worked as night shift manager for an Internet café, honing skills and gathering new team members for a comeback. The drama is rated
at 7.1 on Douban and 8.7 on the mini-drama list. King's avatar isn't incredibly popular at the moment since it was just released on Netflix. But I expect it to be big very soon. It has both the fan base of Yang Yang LoveO2O plus fanbase from &amp; light novel. Moreover, it's on Netflix. Any drama on Netflix will be popular with the international audience, even
old dramas and those that didn't do well in China. That's both because a lot of people have Netflix subscriptions and because Netflix chooses high potential/popular dramas. For an informative and humorous review, check out the Drama With a Side of Kimchi review here. King's Avatar trailer | 全职⾼⼿ | WeTV 【INDO SUB】Other notable new Chinese
dramas below are other notable new Chinese dramas this year. The ranking is based on their score on Douban.5. Love and Destiny (Xianxia)Available online at VikiLove and Destiny is the new Chinese drama from the same production team as Eternal Love – Ten Miles of Peach Blossoms. Although many refer to it as a spinoff, the story is completely
different. The drama is about the love story between the God of War, Jiu Chen (Chang Chen) and a young fedame named Ling Xi (Ni Ni – Rise of the Phoenixes). Jiu Chen has been sleeping for thousands of years after sealing the demon lord away to Ling Xi accidentally wakes him up. During the release of the trailers, many fans kept their expectations low
because season 2 and spinoffs are usually not that big. Love and Destiny, however, seems to be an exception with a favorable reception on rating pages (8.2 on Douban, 8.7 on MyDramaList). Many TMOPB fans (including myself) also said that they prefer Love and Destiny (see my comparison/review of Love &amp; Destiny vs Ten Miles of Peach
Blossoms). If you like this genre (like TMOPB, Ashes of Love), this drama is a must-see!【Eng. Sub.】Love And Destiny Trailer 倪 Nine Ni CROTON MEGAHIT Official6. Put your head on my shoulder (modern)Coming soon on Viki AND Available on YoutubeI was wrong when I thought Go Go Squid! was the best fluffy drama of the year. Put your head on
my shoulder should take up that space. Despite having a new cast, the drama was a commercial success in China. Si Tu Mo, a student, is confused about his future. Her life descends into even more chaos when she meets genifysikkstudent Gu Weiyi. Through many accidents and accidents, they somehow end up living together. (Is it just me or the story
layout really feels like Itazura na Kiss/Playful Kiss?) If you love a light campus love story like Love O2O and A Love So Beautiful, this is definitely a must-see. In fact, it is based on the novel written by Zhao Qianqian, the same author as A Love So Beautiful, with a similar light and refreshing tone. The drama receives a very high score of 7.9 on Douban, the
highest I've seen for this kind of drama, and 8.7 on MyDramaList.PUT HEAD ON MY SHOULDER (cdrama trailer)Available online on VikiStarring Zhao Li Ying (from Princess Agent), The Story of Ming Lan is a soft and slow tempo drama about the life of Ian, an unfavorable daughter of an official in the Song dynasty (more on history here). As a child, Ming
Lan and her biological mother are often bullied by their legal mother and sisters. After her mother's death, she slowly learns to hide her skills and talent to survive and take revenge. The drama is beautifully filmed with solid acting from the tracks. When it was first released at the end of 2018, the story of Ming Lan was not so popular due to its slow pace and
number of episodes (75 eps). However, words in the mouth have led to their surge of popularity now, with many viewers saying that this drama is their favourite so far this year. The story of Ming Lan gets a favorable rating of 7.6 on Douban and 8.9 on MyDramaList. If you're a fan of Zhao Li Ying, Ming Lan is a must-see as you won't see her in new dramas
for a while (she takes time off to have a baby). (ZLY will star in a new drama starring Wang Yi Bo released in 2020! Legend of Fei) THE HISTORY OF MING LAN - OFFICIAL TRAILER | Feng Shao Feng, Zhao Li Ying8. Le Coup de Foudre (Modern)Available online at VikiLe Coup de Foudre is another popular new Chinese drama in 2019, in the modern
genre. It has a heartwarming story of two childhood friends who drift apart and find each other again after many years. Through many misunderstandings and personal circumstances, they eventually understand and accept each other's feelings. There's probably plenty of first love story in high school out there, many with sad endings, but I can assure you that
this one has a happy ending. It is not only a love story, but also a story of youth, friendship and family. If you're looking for something fresh, uplifting and sentimental, this drama is the perfect choice. It has a very high score of 8.9 on MyDramaList as well as many praises from forums, but a slightly lower score of 7.5 on douban, although this score is still very
good. LE COUP DE FOUDRE – OFFICIAL TRAILER | Zhang Yu Jian, Wu Qian9. Goodbye My Princess (Historical)Available online at Viki Goodbye My Princess is an adaptation from the very famous novel Eastern Palace. The drama revolves around the tragic love story between the 9th and 1970s. The innocent Xiao Feng must leave home to go to the
Central Plain for a marriage alliance that eventually leads to a tragic end. Since the novel was a very solid piece of work, Goodbye My Princess has a good plot (see my review here). Although it has two new lead actors, the drama performed better than Legend of Hao Lan as stars trending couples from the Story of Yanxi Palace. It receives a favorable rating
of 7.5 on Douban and 8.3 on MyDramaList.If you like this drama, check out other palace dramas like Goodbye My Princess hereGOODBYE MY PRINCESS - OFFICIAL TRAILER | Chen Xing Xu, Peng Xiao Race, Shawn Wei10. Eagle Flag (Fantasy)Available online at VikiNovoland: Eagle Flag was one of the most anticipated series this year. However, the
release was delayed due to the costume ban issue I mentioned above. Set in the fantasy world, the story begins with the massacre of a nomadic tribe. The survivor, Lü Guichen, finds out that he is in fact the crown prince of a Northern tribe. Like Yan Xun of Princess Agent, Guichen must go to a Western country hostage. There he befriends Ji Ye, an
unfavorably illegitimate son, and Yu Ran, the princess of the winged tribe. They will soon become part of the power struggles between the nations and the tribes. If you're wondering if this series is really worth looking at as the review has been pretty mixed, check out my comparison review of Novoland: Eagle Flag vs Tribes &amp; Empire. I think it's worth
looking at whether you like action and are willing to overlook mistakes here and there with the protagonists. [Eng Sub] Novoland: Eagle Flag First Official Trailer 缥缈录预Available on VikiEver wondering what Mulan would be like in World War I? If you ever did, you're at arsenal military academy. Honestly, when I first read the summary on MyDramaList, I
thought it was like Ouran Highschool Host Club, but in a military academy. I couldn't be more wrong, even if the comedy is there. The trailer looks amazing. If a girl's cross-dressing into a military academy is not enough to excite you, the appearance of Xu Kai (Story of Yanxi Palace) as the male leadership surely would. He sees a hoarse way here than in
Yanxi, personally. The drama receives a super high rating of 8.8 on MyDramaList and 6.7 on Douban (which I suspect because of the deleted scenes due to censorship. I can't read Chinese so correct me if I'm wrong).【ENG SUB】Arsenal Military Academy烈. Official Trailer | iQIYIAvailable on VikiIf you just want a sparkling cute drama with lots of romance,
Go Go Squid! is a must-see C-Drama this year! You will not be disappointed with many sweet kisses and the wonderful chemistry between the 2 wires. With this kind of drama, the assessment is not really a problem. If you're curious, go go squid! receiving 6.6 on Douban (LoveO2O is 6.7 by the way) and 8.7 on MyDramaList.Tong Nian (played by Yang Zi –
Ashes of Love) is a talented computer major who is also a popular online singer. She falls in love at first sight with legendary cybersecurity professional Han Shangyan (Li Xian). They join forces and strive to win prizes in the international cybersecurity competitions. (trailer) This section contains dramas that are quite well known even if they contain some
errors and/or receive mixed receptions.i. The legends (historical)Available at VikiThe Legends are about Lu Zhao Yao, the sect leader of one of the strongest sects, the Wanlu Sect. After being assaulted by others her power. She later found out that the demon king's son if she saved has previously taken over his position and Zhao Yao is determined to get it
back. This is the drama that I don't quite understand why it became so popular because I dropped it after several episodes. If you Googled New Chinese Drama, Google suggests The Legends first. Wikipedia said it tops the rating during airing, and I also remember seeing the assessment for the Legend of Ming Lan having the highest rating in the first half of
2019. I do not understand Chinese TV rating system so take this with a pinch of salt. The drama features Xu Kai (Fuheng in The Story of Yanxi Palace) receiving a rating of 8.5 on MyDramaList and a fairly low 6.2 at Douban. [Edit: Scabies in the comments have please clean up my confusion about the review. I Will Never Let You Go (Historical)Available on
VikiStarring the popular Taiwanese actor Ariel Lin, I Will Never Let You Go ranks highly on Google and in many blogs lists of 2019 CDramas. The story revolves around a young walker with an extraordinary sense of business and the masked hero who saves her that eventually results in them falling in love. When the walker is revealed to be the divine virgin
who will receive a legendary treasure, various enemies hunt her down. She then lives life on the run and meets her savior who turns out to be the ambitious prince who wants to take the throne (MyDramaList). It receives a modest rating on both Douban (5.6) and MyDramaList (7.9).iii. The Legend of Haolan (Historical)Available on VikiThe Legend of Haolan
was one of the most anticipated dramas of 2019, starring Wu Jin Yan and Nie Yuan from the History of Yanxi Palace. Although Wikipedia wrote that the drama gained good viewers during the airing period, the rating on Douban is lousy with a score of 4.8. Even on Mydramalist, it is rated at 7.8. The story is about Lady Zhao, the mother of Qin Shi Huang (more
about the history of this drama here). Nevertheless, the trailer looks pretty good!iv. Listening Snow Tower (Wuxia)Available at VikiListening Snow Tower is the drama adaptation of a popular wuxia novel of the same name by Cang Yue. The story follows Xiao Yiqing, the master of listening snow tower and Shu Jingrong, daughter of the Blood Demon. Instead
of reading my boring and spoiler description, check out the trailer. The drama receives mixed reviews on MyDramaList, but still an ok score of 7.9, and generally bad reviews in China with a score of 4.5 on Douban (lowest in this list). I think the low score on Douban is due to the major discrepancies from the novel, which weakens the plot and character
development, as well as upset fans. That's not the problem for most of us because I think few people have read the book. International viewers have compared dramas with The Legend of Fuyao and the Flame's Daughter. If you like these 2 dramas, don't let the low rating in China deter you. Fuyao also bombed in China, but was very well received by the
international public. What's your favorite drama of 2019? Any other drama to recommend others? Be sure to leave your comment below! RELATED POSTS: POSTS:
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